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Abstract

Report Series The Interface between
No 20 People and Equipment

by ☁Tom Stewart
August 1980

Ergonomicsis the scientific study of the inter-relation between people and their occupations.It
deals with the equipmentthey use, the environmentin which they work and the working system
as a whole.
In military and certain other specialised equipment whereit is essential to minimise the chance
of human error, the importance of ergonomics has long been recognised. More recently,
however, the widespread introduction of computer-based equipment into business environ-
ments, has led to an increasing awareness of the importance of applying ergonomicsin the
design and installation of non-specialised equipment. The need to apply ergonomics with that
equipment has been brought aboutby twofactors.Firstly, although the costof poorinterfaces
between people and equipment has up till now been largely hidden, there is a growing
realisation that substantial productivity benefits can be gained by improving the interfaces.
Secondly, staff are increasingly unwilling to tolerate, in the working environment, manyof the
conditions that they have accepted over the years. For example,they are increasingly refusing
to work with equipmentthatis (at least in their view) too difficult to use, or that is potentially
dangerous.
This report considers the ergonomics of the interface between people and equipment, and it is
therefore concerned with people, tasks, equipment, workplaces and the working environments.
It identifies the various components of the interface between people and equipment, and it
showshow the problems that each component causescan be either overcome or prevented.In
manysituations there are obvious benefits to be gained from improving the interface, such as
improved safety, improved comfort and working conditions for staff and increasedefficiency.
Moreover, the increasing large-scale growth of computer-based office systems, and the
emergence,in many countries, of regulations that are specifically concerned with ergonomics,
makeit important for organisations to be aware of the contents ofthis report.
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Chapter1

INTRODUCTION

BACKGROUND
People use equipmentto perform tasks, and these tasks are organised into procedures to form a
work system. In the office, the work system typically includes a variety of self-contained
equipment such as typewriters, photocopiers and telephones. Increasingly, the work system
itself is computer-based, and the equipment in the system includes a visual display terminal.
However, if the work system is to be a success,all those involved must use the equipment
correctly and effectively, and they can dothisonlyif there is a well-designed interface between
each user and the equipment.
The purposeof this report is to show how manyof the problemsthat bedevil work systems can
be eliminated by the appropriate design of the interface between people and equipment.
In order to succeed, systems haveto be technically correct, of course. This means that the
equipmentactually has to work, and with computer-based equipmentthis applies also to the
software. The success (or the productivity) of a business system should be considered
throughoutits completelife cycle. This point was examined in somedetail in Foundation Report
No. 11 ☜Improving Systems Productivity☝, where it was shown that most of the cost of a
computer-based system wasincurred in areas other than in the initial development of the
system.
The system can be technically correct, but it maystill fail to be a successful business system if
those whouseitfind it either difficult or boring to use, orif they feel alienated or threatened by
it. It must also create, and be part of, an acceptable working environment for those whowill
spend much(if notall) of their working lives using the system.
Systems productivity therefore, is not only about developing and installing technically correct
systems. It is also about the inter-relationships between people, procedures and equipment
throughout the completelife cycle of the system. In the past, the emphasis has been on making
the equipment work (and that means both hardware and software for computer-based
systems), and on creating the correct procedures. But today, the increasing proliferation of
computer-based equipment, and theincreasing tendencyto disperse equipment throughoutthe
organisation mean that the systems designer now hasto pay far moreattention to the needs of
those individuals who will be using the system.
In this report, we consider the relationship between twoof the elements of a system ♥ people
and their interface with the equipment they use as part of a business system. However, the
three elements of a system (people, procedures and equipment) are interdependent, and the
interface cannot be considered in isolation from the procedures and tasks that the system
performs.

The productivity of a working business system is concerned bothwith its effectiveness andits
efficiency. An effective system ensures that the right tasks are performed, and it may also
ensure that some tasks are performed that could not be performedif the system did notexist.
Anefficient system ensures that more tasks can be performed with existing staff members, or



else that the same numberof tasks can be performed by fewer people. Both the effectiveness
and the efficiency of a system are influenced by the way in which people actually use the
system.

A system that does not take accountof people factors at both the design stage andthe imple-mentation stage islikely to fail to meet its business objectives throughout the remainder ofitslife cycle. It will be prone to errors and slower to use, and these twodeficiencies will havecorresponding adverse effects on the quality of the product or service that the system is sup-porting. The staff who use the system will receivelittle (or no) job satisfaction, and their moralewill suffer as a result. Their reduced morale may manifestitself in the form of high absenteeismand staff turnover, and in extreme situations it could even lead to industrial vandalism.
Thus, there is a clear case for taking proper account of people factors when designing andinstalling systems, and particularly for paying attention to the way in which people actually usethe equipment. Thisis true forall the types of equipmentthat are usedin offices and factories.The general principles put forward in this report apply to all types of factory and office equip-ment, and not just to computer-based equipment that we use as examples in the report.

PEOPLE AND SYSTEMS
Before wediscussthe interface between people and systemsin detail, we need to review someof the main charactertistics that typify man as a componentin a work system that also includesprocedures and equipment. Trite thoughit maybeto sayit here, man is a complex being, andany attempt to subdivide his nature must of necessity beartificial. Nevertheless,it is usual toconsider man☂s nature under three headings:

♥ Physical characteristics.

♥ Psychological characteristics.
♥ Psycho-social characteristics.

Each of these three characteristics has to be taken into account when discussing the interfacebetween people and equipment. Man☂s physical characteristics determine the optimumsize andshape of the equipment, and also the forces required to operate it. Man☂s psychologicalcharacteristics not only determine the way manthinks, solves problems and communicates,they also determine his motivation to perform a specific task, and the attitudes and values heholds. These psychological considerations are particularly relevant to the way in whichtasks aredesigned and organisedinto jobs. However, people do notexist in isolation, and man☂s psycho-social characteristics determine the way in which people inter-react with one another.
People vary considerably in their characteristics, and the designers of equipment need to takethese variances into account. When designing equipment,it is normal to consider the percentilevalues for a particular characteristic (that is the percentage of people below,orat a particularvalue of a range). Thus, a workstation may be designed for the range 5th percentile to 95thpercentile for the physical characteristics of people. This represents a considerable range, buteven so it means that one-tenth of the population may not be able to use the workstationeffectively.

Designing the best compromise for a percentile range is quite a different matter from designingthe best equipmentfor the average user. The reasonforthisis that the effects of a mismatchmay not be balanced equally at both ends of the range. For example, it would be inconvenient



for tall users if an emergency stop button waspositioned too low, but, even worse,it could be
disastrous for short users if it was positioned too high.
When considering the interface between people and equipmentit is convenient to consider
man☂s physical and psychological characteristics as forming an information processing system
in its own right. Viewedin this way, it is possible to identify four main human sub-systems:

1. Asensing sub-system that detects and encodessignals from the physical environment, and
that consists of receptors (eyes, ears, touch, etc.), which respond to different types and
ranges of energy. The sensing sub-system hasa finite, but remarkable range of sensitivity
(for hearing, the ratio of the minimum detectable energy to the maximum tolerable is 1:10").
Also, the sub-system is better at making relative judgements of magnitude rather than
absolute judgements. This constraint has considerable implications for the designers of
equipment, and figure 1 shows someof the sensing parameters that designers have to take
into account.

 
Figure 1 Relative and absolute discrimination for sight and sound
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2. A memorising sub-system that provides the short-term and long-term storage of
- information and has a powerful coding and cross-referencing ability. The short-term

memory has

a

verylimited capacity (typically of about seven digits), and it is retained fora
few seconds or minutes. It is also susceptible to interference and distortion. Information
stored in the long-term memoryof the brain is re-coded into a shorthand form (known as
chunking) so that a single idea or concept can be used to memorise a complex set of infor-
mation, and can also be used to cross reference other ideas or concepts. The speed or
accuracyof recall increases whenthe information that is input to the brain can readily be re-
codedinto convenient pieces of information.

3. An information processing sub-system that acts on the sensedor stored information, filters
unnecessary information, recognises patterns, makes decisions, and selects responses. It
also controls the physical functions of the body such as breathing and digestion.

4. A responding sub-system that translates the processed information into such actions as
postural adjustments of the body andlimbs, search and scan movementsof the eyes, and
speech production. It containsfinely balanced feedback mechanisms that make it capable
of precise and delicate outputs such as speech or piano playing. It is also capable of
powerful outputs such as weightlifting and pedalling.



 

Well-designed equipmentexploits both the strengths and the weaknesses of the characteristicsof people andthe four human sub-systemsidentified above. A consideration of these strengthsand weaknesseswill help to establish the optimum allocation of tasks and functions between
the equipmentand the person using the equipment.
Ideally, the allocation of functions is based on a comparison of the relative strengths andweaknesses of people and equipment, and this comparison is specific to each application.However, a general statementofthe relative advantages of man and machines can be made byusing the Fitts list (named after its originator) shownin figure 2. The entries in the ☜☜machine☂☂column ofthelist are not static. As technology continues to advance, the entries will change toshow a greaterrelative advantage for machines, and new entries, not hitherto considered withinthe domain of machines, may appearin thelist.

 
Figure 2 TheFitts list: the relative advantages of man and machines

 
Characteristic Machine Man
 Speed

Power

Consistency

Complex activities
Memory

Reasoning
Computation

Input sensitivity

Overloadreliability
Intelligence

Manipulative
abilities  

Much superior
Consistent at any level.
Large, constant,
standard forces
Ideal for: routine;
repetition; precision
Multi-channel
Best for literal
reproduction and
short term storage
Good deductive
Fast, accurate. Poor
at error correction
Some outside human
senses,
eg radioactivity

Can be designed to
be insensitive to
extraneous stimuli
Sudden break-down
None

Specific  
Lag 1 second
2.0hp for about 10 seconds
0.5hp for a few minutes
0.2hp for continuous work over a day
Not reliable: should be monitored
by machine
Single-channel
Large store, multiple access. Betterfor principles and strategies

Good inductive
Slow, subject to error. Good at
error correction
Wide energy range (10') and variety ofstimuli dealt with by one unit: eg eyedeals with relative location, movementand colour. Good at pattern detection.Can detect signals in high noise levels
Affected by heat, cold, noise andvibration (exceeding knownlimits)

Graceful degradation
Can deal with unpredicted andunpredictable; can anticipate
Great versatility
 

 

 



However, the adaptability of people is a major human strength, especially by comparison with
the adaptability of machines. In practice, this often meansthat a personis left to carry out the
functions that a machine is not able to perform. But if too much is expected of the person
(perhaps, for example, by asking him to exert excessive force in order to operate a control), then
he mayfail to perform the task, and the equipment will not then be used effectively. On the
other handif toolittle is expected of him (perhaps, for example, by not allowing him to use any
intelligence) he mayfind the task boring and tedious. This mayresult in an lackof vigilance that
may cause errors to be madeor, even, equipment to be abused.
Also, if the tasks performed by the equipment do not match the task needs of the user, the
equipment may not be usedatall. Many of the future applications of computers in the office
will, in practice, provide an additional way of carrying out a task. For example, electronic mail
will, for the most part, supplement the telephone, telex and physical mail. Often, therefore, the
use of these new systemswill be at the discretion of the user, and, to encourage him to use
them, they clearly need to be attractive ♥ or at least not unattractive ♥ to use.

THE SCOPE OF THE REPORT
The interface between a user and his equipmentis concerned not only with the controls and
displays used and the functions andfacilities they access, but also with the workplace and the
environment in which the equipmentis used.

In practice, these factors interact, and this information is the focus of the discipline called
ergonomics (or human factors engineering in the USA). In the United Kingdom, the
Ergonomics Society defines ergonomics as ☜☁the scientific study of the inter-relations between
people andtheir occupations. It deals with the equipmentthey use, the environmentsin which
they work and the working system as a whole☝☂.
In military and certain other specialised equipment whereit is essential to minimise the chance
of human error, the importance of ergonomics has long been recognised. More recently,
however, the widespread introduction of computer-based equipment into business environ-
ments, has led to an increasing awareness of the importance of applying ergonomicsin the
design andinstallation of non-specialised equipment. The need to apply ergonomics with that
equipment has been brought aboutby twofactors. Firstly, although the cost of poor interfaces
between people and equipmenthasuptill now been largely hidden, there is a growingreali-
sation that substantial productivity benefits can be gained by improving the interfaces.
Secondly,staff are increasingly unwilling to tolerate, in the working environment, manyof the
conditions that they have accepted over the years. For example, they are increasingly refusing
to work with equipmentthat is (at least in their view) too difficult to use or even potentially
dangerous.

People☂s concern aboutthe quality of their working conditions has givenrise to a growing body
of legislation, regulations and standards governing the working environment, and wediscuss
the most important of these in chapter 2. In the remainder of this report, we emphasise the
ergonomic requirements of computer-based systems and equipment. However, the same
requirements apply to all other types of equipment. In chapter 3 we examine the ergonomic
requirements of the physical interface between users and equipment(the hardwareinterface),
and weconsider, in chapter 4, the way in whichthefacilities and functions are accessed (the
software interface).
Chapter 5 examines the ergonomic requirements of both the workplace and the working
environment, with particular reference to computer-based equipment, andit discusses the way
in which the physiological requirements of the users of such equipment make an impact on the
way in which the equipment is used. The report concludes in chapter 6 with a review of the



most important reasons that make it necessary for organisations to take action to improve the
equipmentinterface, and then provides guidelines for the action that can be taken.

INTENDED READERSHIP
This report is intended for managementservices directors and their managers who are respon-sible for evaluating equipment design andalsofor purchasing andinstalling equipment.It is par-ticularly relevant to the managersof the information systems function who have a responsibilityfor developing systems that can be used in the most productive way. As we explained earlier,good or poor ergonomicswill have an effect on the total cost of a system overitslife cycle, andindeed maydictate for how long the systemis of use to the organisation. Last, but certainly notleast, the subject is of concern to those who will use the systems and equipment that areprovided, and in particular it is of concern to those line managers who are responsible forapproving (or, alternatively rejecting) the proposed equipmentor software.



CHAPTER 2

THE LEGISLATIVE AND REGULATORY BACKGROUND

Several types of legislation and regulation have an impact on the design of equipment and the
working environmentin whichit is used. The most obvious and direct legislation concerns the
health and safety of the workers, and many countries have lawsto protect production workers
from identifiable hazards. In recent years, the scope of health and safety legislation has been
extendedto all sectors of the workforce, and even to the general public. Many countries have
introduced laws that cover employmentprotection, industrial training and workerparticipation,
and these laws limit the freedom of employers to introduce new equipment and to change
working conditions without taking due account of their employees. In addition to direct
legislation, there has been a growthin national and international standards governing the design
and use of industrial and office equipment. Also, trade unions are now continuously active in
negotiating standards and codesof practice that govern the introduction of new technology.

The implications of these laws and regulations can be considerable, and in some countries, such
as Sweden, they can be ignoredonlyat the risk of imprisonment. In this chapter, we discuss the
implications of health and safety legislation, the implications of other employmentlegislation,
and the implications of national and international standards.

HEALTH AND SAFETY LEGISLATION
The first recorded report of an occupational disease was in the fourth century B.C. when
Hippocrates described a disease of miners, now thought to be hookworm. By the sixteenth
century, enough was known for Paracelsus to compile a textbook whichlisted metals and
minerals responsible for various occupational symptoms and suggested remedies.

The creation of factories using steam-driven machinery during the industrial revolution led to
new problems. Long hours, unguarded machinery, poor lighting and inadequate ventilation
contributed to accidents, diseases and an increase in worker mortality. By 1802, conditions in
the United Kingdom were so bad that the Health and Morals of Apprentices Act was passed to
regulate the working conditions of cotton mill apprentices. Since then, legislation concerned
with working conditions and the safety of equipment has grownconsiderably. Virtuallyall tech-
nologically advanced countries now have some kind of legislation, although someofit is
concernedsolely with disease and accidentsattributable to easily identified physical or chemical
agents. Nonetheless, such health andsafety legislation has established the principle that society
has a duty to protect workers against hazards that they themselves might not recognise, and
over which they often havelittle control.

Within recent years that principle has been extendedsignificantly in four directions:

♥ newlegislation now explicitly includes psychological and ergonomic factors, and so
increases greatly the range of hazards against which workers must be protected.

♥ More and morelegal responsibility for badly designed products is being placed directly
on the designer, the manufacturer, and the supplier.



♥ Theresponsibility to protect workers against the hidden hazards of modern technology
and its products is being extended to include all citizens, whether they are users,
customers or bystanders.

♥ Lawsagainstdiscrimination by race, sex and age have opened up occupationsto people
whowere previously excluded from them.

These extensions of the duty of society to protect workers mean that the recognised range of
occupational hazards and potential victims of the hazards have been expanded.
An expandedrange of occupational hazards

One of the first countries to expandits legislation to include psychological and ergonomic
considerations was the USA. The Occupational Safety and Health Act (OSHA), enacted in
1970, took a broad view of the health and welfare of the worker. In many ways, OSHA was
aheadofits time, andit has proveddifficult to enforce. The ergonomic knowledge necessary to
establish standards wasoften not available, and there were, and indeedstill are, not enough
trained inspectors. Theratio of inspectors to businesses meansthat, on average, an employerin
the USA can expect a visit from an inspector only oncein sixty years.
In other countries, the emphasis has been placed on the role of the employees and the trade
unions in monitoring the effectiveness of the legislation. For example, the 1974 Health andSafety at Work Actin the United Kingdom followed the Swedish exampleof establishing unionsafety representatives. The Swedish Joint Regulation of Working Life Act (also known as theDemocracy at Work Act), which cameinto effect in 1977, provided workers with even moreinfluence over their conditions of work. The Work Environment Act of 1978 stipulates thatworking conditions must be adapted to human physical and mentalattitudes. The Act makesprovision for changing standards by stipulating that the work environment shall be kept in asatisfactory state having regard to the nature of the work involved, and also to the social andtechnological progress occurring in the communityat large.
Health and safety standards vary in different countries and attempts to harmonise them (as forexample in the EEC Commission☂s 1978 Action Programme on Safety and Health at Work)usually result in tighter standards. The recent EEC framework Directive on hazardous agents inthe workplace represents the first systematic EEC attack on serious hazards in the workplace.Some of the discussion generated by the Directive has highlighted the differences of opinionwithin the EEC on where the emphasis should lie. Those countries that already have extensivehealth and safety legislation would prefer the emphasis to be on national action. Thosecountries that do not have such legislation would prefer to abdicate their responsiblity toBrussels. Even so, there is increasing pressure on member countries to match those EECcountries that have higher standards.
In addition to pressure forlegislation that protects workers from injury, there is also pressure toactively promote workers☂ health and well-being. In the past, health and safety legislation hasspecified the minimum standards required to protect workers, but increasinglythelegislation isbeing supported by additional and advisory material that specifies the recommended workingconditions. This applies particularly to the use of visual display terminalsin offices.
Thefirst example of legislation in this area was the Swedish National Directive on ReadingDisplay Screens that becameeffective on 1st January 1979. It contained six points aboutconditions for the safe and comfortable reading of visual display terminals. Also, in the FederalRepublic of Germany, the standards of the DeutscheInstitut fiir Normung (DIN) forvisualdisplay terminals and their workplaces were published in 1977, but they are not alwaysobligatory. However, the Central Office for the Prevention of Accidents and for Work Medicineof the Hauptverband der gewerblichen Berufsgenossenschaften has recently published safety

 



regulations for visual display workstations in the office. These regulations incorporate the
various DIN standards and specify the characteristics that visual display terminals and
workplaces must have before they are considered suitable for continuous use throughout the
working day. The regulations will becomeeffective on 1st January 1982, although someof the
detailed design requirements such as keyboard thickness, image quality, etc., will not be
effective until 1985.
Other European countries are also producing regulations covering visual display terminals. For
example, the Social Affairs Department in the Netherlands are soon to publish guidelines for
equipment and workplaces, although it is not yet clear whether these will be compulsory or
advisory, and, in Finland, advisory regulations have been published. In the United Kingdom, the
Health and Safety Executive is expected to prepare a discussion paperin the near futurethatis
likely to be regarded as authoritative, even though it may have no formal status.

An expandedrangeof potential victims
Many countries have introduceda variety of legislation that is designed to protect the general
public from the hazards of modern technology. The majority of the regulations are concerned
with the release of toxic substances and other environmental pollution. However, legislation
concerning product safety extends the scope of the legislation on safety to any user, and
increases the responsibility (and theliability) of the supplier. In the United Kingdom, the public
can claim some protection under the Trades Description Act, and the workeris protected also
under the Health and Safety at Work Act. In other countries, there is specific legislation con-
cerning product safety, examples being the Consumer Product Safety Act in the USA and the
LOV om Productkontroll in Norway.
Anti-discrimination legislation has had a major impact on the design of equipment and
workplaces. For example, the Equal Employment Opportunity Act in the USA and the Sex
Discrimination Act in the UK have opened a numberof jobs to women forthefirst time. This
has changed dramatically the range of anthropometric and biomechanical characteristics of
workers that protective clothing, tools, vehicles and equipment must match. Otherlegislation
concerning racial, religious and age discrimination has had a similar effect.

OTHER EMPLOYMENTLEGISLATION
A variety of other types of employmentlegislation may have an impact on the design of
equipment and workplaces. For example, the Swedish Data Act protects the data about an indi-
vidual to such a degree that Volvo were unableto install a computerised telephone exchange,
because it had facilities for monitoring the use of telephones by individuals. Legislation
covering privacy and security exists in a number of other European countries, althoughit is a
little less stringent than the Swedish legislation.

There are a numberof laws and regulations that makeit attractive for employers to consider
schemes that use existing staff. Employment protection laws restrict employers☂ freedom to
dismiss or redeploy employees, either by controlling the actions that managementcantake, or
by imposing financial penalties in the form of redundancy payments. Also, in some countries
there are financial incentives for re-training existing staff. Although such legislation may not
make a direct impact on the design of specific equipment, it does put more emphasis on
designing equipment that existing employees,after re-training, can use.

Industrial democracylegislation has a major impact not only on the design of equipment and the
workplace, but also on the way new equipmentis installed or implemented. The Scandinavian
countries have the most advancedindustrial democracylegislation, and they also have con-
siderable experience of the impact that increased industrial democracy has on the systems



developmentprocess. For example, in Norway,in their attempts to persuade the unions toaccept new equipmentand new systems, companies now tend to put moreeffort into feasibilitystudies and system specifications. This tendency has improvedthe quality of systems, but it hasnot causedanincreasein the time taken to develop systems. This should come as no surprise toFoundation members,since, as we said in Report No. 8 on project management, a goodstarton a systems project is almost always a slow start. However, companies mainly regard theinvolvement of workers in the system development process as a one-wayprocessof informingthe unions, and researchers are expending considerableeffort to develop effective methods thatwill producereal participation.
In other countries, the major industrial democracylegislation has established works councilsand hasalso formalised negotiation procedures. However, voluntary experiments with workerdirectors, co-operative organisations and self-managing groups are taking place throughoutEurope. Successin the well-published cases (e.g. at the Volvoplant at Kalmar) has encouragedothers interested in improving employee morale and efficiency to consider such experiments.But there have also beenfailures. The British Post Office has cancelled its experiment withworkerdirectors.

NATIONAL AND INTERNATIONAL STANDARDS
National and international standards exist for a wide variety of equipment used in the factoryandin the office, and new standards are being addedall the time. For example, in the Federal

Considerable rivalry and differences of opinion can exist between bodies introducing nationaltandards, and attemptsto introduceinternational compromises are inevitably political. In manycases, an international standard is not appropriate, since the circumstances in different

Standards can also be a barrier to technological innovation if they specify methods ofconstruction, or if major technological changestake place. In the United Kingdom, bathroomcabinets could not, until recently, conform to the relevant British standards, because thestandards specified that bathroom cabinets were to be constructed from wood or metal. The

Thevalue that standardshave in creating standardisation can also be questioned. For examplethere are two international standards for the layout of numeric keypads. The standard for thelayout of a calculator keypad has 7 8

9

in the top row, whilst the standard for the layout of anumeric telephone keypad has 1 2 3 in the top row. Research has shownthat the telephone
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Figure 3 Content analysis of UK trade union guidelines for the use of visual display

terminals
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layoutis slightly faster to use andleadsto less keying errors, but there is no prospectof a singlestandard emerging in the near future. We predict that the telephone layout will eventuallybecomethe de facto standard for numeric keypads,butthis will result from market pressure(and the considerable influence of the telephone authorities) rather than from any action thestandards bodies take.
A numberof trade unions (as diverse as the Newspaper Guild in the USA and the NationalUnion of Mine Workers in the United Kingdom) have created their own standards for use innegotiations with employers about the introduction of new technology. Technology agree-ments between unions and employers have been commonin Scandinavia for some time, butthey are only just beginning to appearin the United Kingdom. Typically, the agreements coverthe effects of new technology on employment and re-training, as well as health and safetyaspects. Thediffering scope of the guidelines for visual display terminals produced by seventrade unions in the United Kingdomisillustrated in figure 3 on the previous page.
Some of the agreements recently signed in the United Kingdom by the Association ofProfessional Executive Clerical and Computer Staff (APEX) contain negotiated standards thatare either misleading or inappropriate. They specify a glare index for visual display terminals,whenin facta glare index relates to environmental lighting. Also, a compromise screen refreshrate of 57Hz has been agreed after the union asked for 6OHz and the employers wanted 50Hz.These inappropriate standards detract from an otherwise sensible concern for the health andsafety of employees.
Several union statements aboutthe introduction of new technology have been rather alarmist,and some union recommendations have, or may have been, largely motivated by negotiatingstrategy. But even so, the majority of trade unionists and users are genuinely concernedthatthere may be a hidden problem withvisual display terminalsthat will be revealed only whenit istoo late for effective action. Even badly-worded or inaccurate agreements are an attempt toraise current ergonomic standards, and they are ignored by employersat their peril.
In addition to trade unions, a number of other bodies have produced their own guidelines.Althoughthese guidelines are voluntary they maystill have a significant effect. For example, theSwedish PTT (Televerket) has produced a handbook about the use ofvisual display terminalsand their workplaces. The UK Business Equipment Traders☂ Association (BETA) has alsoproduced guidelines on using visual display terminals, and various manufacturers (includingIBM and Datasaab) have produced guidance for users. Major customers are stressing theimportance of the ergonomicsof visual display terminals in their invitations to tender(a recentexample in the UK being the Inland Revenue PAYE system that will require about 20,000terminals).
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CHAPTER3

THE EQUIPMENT INTERFACE

The elements of the equipmentinterface (i.e. the controls and the displays) must be both
suitable and appropriate to allow the equipmentto perform effectively the tasks and functions
expectedof it. The controls and the displays must be designedin such a wayas to take account
of the user☂s ability to use them and also of the amountof effort the user will have to expend in
using them. Theeffort that a person is prepared to expend on using the equipment dependsto
some extent on the benefits the equipment provides. In general, the greater the benefits, the
more prepared theuser will be to tolerate equipment deficiencies, or to struggle with complex
operating procedures. Good interface design aims to maximise the benefits for an acceptable
level of effort.
For computer-based systems, the equipmentinterface depends as muchonthe softwareinter-
face as it does on the equipmentitself. In this chapter we concentrate on the design of the
equipment, and in chapter 4 we consider the software implications of the interface between
people and equipment.
The equipment designer aims to ensure that the various controls can be reached and operated,
that the displays can be seen, read and understood, and that the controls and the displays
integrate to form a coherent item of equipment. Wenow discuss the equipmentinterface in
terms of its fitness for the function for which it will be used, its ease of use, and the
compatibility of the controls and the displays. Weconclude the chapter with guidelines for
selecting equipment that take account of ergonomics considerations.

FITNESS FOR FUNCTION
Selecting or designing the best controls and displays involves matching them to the functions
that the equipmentwill be required to perform. Muchof the early work of ergonomics was
concerned with knobs and dials, and that work waslargely a product of the second world war.
In that war, the need to make the best use of limited resources led to the application of
psychology and physiology to the design of military equipment, and much of the emphasis was
quite literally on knobs and dials. The military interest in ergonomics has continued and
developed. One of the most comprehensive reference manuals, Human Engineering Guide to
Equipment Design, was sponsored by the US armed forces. It contains over 750 pages of
specific guidance for the designers of equipment on items such as the shape of control knobs
for different types of control function and the relative suitability of dials or displays. For
example, it recommends that analogue displays should, in general, be used to indicate a
direction or a rate of change, but that digital displays should be used whenprecise values are
important.

Conventional controls and displays (of the type covered by ☁knobs and dials☂ ergonomics) are
widely used on office equipment. However, keyboards and cathoderay tubes (CRTs) are being
used increasingly to provide a general-purpose interface to a wide variety of computer-based
equipment. Ensuring that keyboards are fit for the functions for which they are to be used
involves catering for factors such as:

♥ Selecting the optimum numberof keys for the task.
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♥ Allocating appropriate functions to individual keys.
♥ Laying out the keyboard to correspond to the sequencethat bestsuits the task.

Ensuring that CRT screens are fit for the functions for which they are to be used involvescatering for factors such as:

♥ Providing sufficient display capacity.
♥ Selecting facilities such as colour graphics or monochrome alphanumerics.
♥ Designing formats that correspond to the task requirements.

EASE OF USE
With much equipment, the requirements for the equipment to be easy to use cannot beconsidered in isolation from the specific demands of the task for whichit is to be used.However, some factors that affect the ease of use apply to virtually all tasks and can beregarded as general requirements. For example, regardless of the task, the force required toOperate a key must bewithin the user☂s capability. Also, the size of a character on a display mustbe large enoughforthe user to read. For a specific task, the ease of use depends on the amountof effort the user can reasonably be expected to exert. Also,if it is not possible to optimiseallthe interface components, the requirementsof a specific task determinetherelative importanceof the components. Thus, when evaluating the visual display terminals that are to be used in ahigh-volumedata entry task, the merits of the different keyboards are more important than thedesign of their associated screens.
Whentheuser has to continuously contend with displays and controls that are difficult to use,the extra effort required may lead to errors, delays, aches, pains and fatigue. Becausekeyboards and screens are widely used, and the problems associated with them have beenintensively researched and debated (evenif not alwaysin that order), the main issues relating tothe use of keyboards and screens are summarised below. (More detailed information based onresearch in West Germany, Sweden, France and the United Kingdom can be found in Visua/Display Terminals).
Easy-to-use keyboards
Keyboards have been the subject of considerable human factors researchsince the invention ofthe typewriter in 1873. Consequently, the optimum value for Parameters such as keytravel,Operating pressure and keytopsize are well established, and typically recommendedvalues areshownin figure 4. Mostfull-sized keyboards conform to the recommended Parameters and, asaresult, they are easy to use.
However, recent research has demonstrated that the mobility of the keyboard andits thicknessalso have an important effect on the ease of use of the keyboard. The position of the keyboardtends to dictate the user's posture, and so he should be able to move the keyboardindependently of the screen, so that he mayoptimise the positions of each. In this way, he maychange his posture so as to combat or avoid fatigue.
The optimum height for the keyboardis at or slightly below elbow height whenthe user's fore-arms are approximately horizontal. The keyboard therefore needsto beas thin as possible, toallow the userto sit comfortably with sufficient legroom under the desk. In some workplaces(including typing desks) the worksurface is lowered to optimise the keyboard height. However,doing this restricts legroom and often makes both access to the workplace and changes ofposture difficult.
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 Figure 4 Typically recommended keyboard parameters
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S = Spacing between key centres 18 to 20mm
d = Keytravel (displacement) 0.8 to 4.8mm
F = Key pressure 0.25 to 1.5 Newtons
t = Size of square keytops 12 to 15mm

(Source: Visual Display Terminals)
 

On new models of visual display terminals and display word processors, manufacuturers have
responded to pressure from ergonomists, users and trade unions by providing detachable thin
keyboards.

The ergonomic requirements of full-sized keyboards are well defined, but miniature keyboards
have been introduced recently for applications (such as videotex) that require hand-held
terminals or control units. These keyboards often havelittle or no key travel, and because of
this, many of them cannot be operated at a fast speed and also are proneto keying errors. Ona
conventional keyboard, the user receives an intrinsic feedback from his own fingers that
confirms that the key has moved. When that feedback is lacking, errors result. Additional or
enhanced feedback, such as an audible or tactile click, may help to reduce errors and increase
keying confidence. However, keyboard technology is developing faster than the ergonomics
knowledgein this area, and there is no clear evidence yet of the extent to which enhanced
feedback makes small keyboards easier to use.
It is clear, though, that full-sized keys are necessary where speed,or accuracyoreaseof use is
important. Small keys are unavoidable on a pocket calculator, but there is little point in
designing a pocket-sized videotex keypad if the display screenis a full-sized television.

Easy-to-use displays
Unlike the results of research into the use of keyboards, the results of the research into CRT
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readability have not been widely applied to the design of visual display terminals. A majorreasonforthis is that the function of the display screen varies from application to application,whereas the function of the keyboard is broadly similar forall applications. As an example,CRTssuitable for monitoring radar traces are quite different from CRTs designed for broadcasttelevision reception, and the human requirements that need to be taken into account are quitedifferent for both types of displays. Both of these types of display screen are different againfrom the screenof

a

visual display terminal that is used in the office for viewingstatic text orimages. The difference betweena television screen and a screen suitable for use in the office ishighlighted by videotex displays. A television CRTis quite suitable for viewing moving scenesfrom the far end of

a

living room. If the same CRTis used to display static text, the textisblurred and appearsto flicker when it is read in detail from a few feet away.
The main requirements for displaying text on a visual display terminal are beginning to be estab-lished. Figure 5 summarises the recommendations for character size, shape, spacing andluminance, and there are several displays on the market that conform to these recom-mendations. Displays that do not conform to these recommendations Cause three types ofproblem.

 Figure 5 Recommendationsfor displaying text on a visual display terminal

Space between characters20-50%h

   

 

♥♥ AscendersBackground 2luminance (D)
15-20 cd/m2
giving contrast
(5) of 3:1 to 10:1

Descenders

  

Stroke width
12-17%h

Distance between
lines 100-150% h   

Capital letter
height (h) 16Shera stable minutes of arclatecne ☁i subtendedat theeee eye, or 3mm (which-
ever is the greater) ♥Refreshed at 50 Hz 20 minutes preferred(minimum) for x

medium persistance |
phosphor 5 x 7 matrix charactersCharacter width are just acceptable,70-80%h more dots are preferred

Note: cd/m? = candelas per square metre(a measurement of luminance)
 
Firstly, the typography of the characters (including size, shape and intercharacter spacing)isfrequently inadequate. Display designers often compromise on both the shape of charactersand character spacingin order to make the characters as large as possible. This results either intall thin characters or in characters or rowsthat are squashed together. The display is then lesseasy to read than it would beif the characters were smaller and better spaced.
Secondly, any instability in the display of a characteris distracting, andit may eveninduce anepileptic seizure in a susceptible individual (approximately 1 person in 5000 in the United
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Kingdom). Instability may result from interlacing (where alternate scanlines are refreshed in
successive cycles), or from the decay of the phosphorescent imagebeforeit is refreshed by the
electron scan. This latter problem (knownasflicker) may be overcomebyincreasing the persis-
tence of the phosphor. However, such phosphors reducethelife of the tube, and they cause
problems when the displayed image is changed, because the previous image takes longer to
decay. Flicker can also be reduced byincreasing the refresh rate, but technical constraints may
prevent this being done.
There are considerable differencesin the wayindividuals perceiveflicker. Consequently,it is not
possible to give guidelines that will eliminate the perception offlickerforall of the population.
However,it is knownthatflicker is more noticeable when the imagesize and the brightness are
increased, when theindividualis tired, when he views the imageperipherally and whencertain
colours are used (yellow, for example). The single value ☁☁flicker-free☂☂ refresh rates that
manufacturers quote for a given phosphor are often the result of calculation rather than
empirical test, and they may not be sufficient to prevent users perceiving flicker.

The third aspect that causes problems concerns the resolution of the CRT image. A blurred
image causes extra work for the image-clarifying mechanism of the humanvisual system and
this can cause fatigue. The resolution may be degraded by grimeor fingermarks onthe front
surface of the screen(or inside the front panelif this is fitted separately). Somevisual display
terminals draw cooling air over the CRT surface, andthis canresult in a fine layer of dust being
deposited on the surface whichwill blur the image.

Whenvisualdisplay terminals are evaluated, the image quality parameters can be assessed by
comparing manufacturers☂ specifications with standard checklists, such as thoselisted in Visua/
Display Terminals. But because the human visual system is an extremely sensitive instrument,
the overall image quality can often be best judged by inspecting and measuring a working
display.

A major feature that users of visual display terminals complain about is reflections on the
screen. Reflections on the screen result more from the design of the workplace and the environ-
ment (both of which are discussed in chapter 5), father than from the design of the terminal.

THE COMPATIBILITY OF CONTROLS AND DISPLAYS

Whencontrols and displays are combined together in a piece of equipment their relationship to
each other may be as important as the design of each individual component. Twoaspects are
particularly important ♥ the control/display ratio and the relationship betweenthe direction of
movementof the control and the corresponding movement on the display.

The control/display ratio is relevant only to continuous controls.It is the ratio of the distance
that the control is moved and of the distance moved by the appropriate element onthe display
(the pointer, the cursor, etc.). For some tasks, a good control/display ratio can save as much as
five secondsin the time taken to position the display element. The control/display ratio must be
optimised by experiment, and theratio selected depends on the accuracy required and any time
delay in the control system.
In complex control systems, the operator may not receive immediate feedbackof the result of
his control actions on the display. A technique known as ☜quickening☝ provides the operator
with immediate knowledgeof the predicted results of his control actions, and operator perfor-
mance can be substantially improved when quickened displays are used.

The relationship between the direction of the control movement and the display movementis
also important. There are several natural control movements that are consistent from one
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person to another, and thesearecalled ☁☁population stereotypes☂. (For example, in the UnitedKingdom everybody expectsto flick a light switch downwards to turn the light on.) However,stereotypesvaryin different parts of the world, and the designer of equipment may needto takeaccountof this factor. People can learn to Operate a control that does not conform to theirpopulation stereotype, but in an emergency orstressful situation they usually revert to thestereotype. Therelationship between control movement and display movementneedsalso to beconsistent for different controls on the same piece of equipment.

EVALUATING EQUIPMENT
There are several sources of guidance for equipment designers, and prospective purchasers ofequipmentcanuse these sources to construct checklists that they canusein orderto evaluateproducts. Checklists form a useful method of systematically comparing products in terms oftheir interface characteristics, andit is notdifficult toconstruct a checklist appropriate to particu-lar circumstances. However,it is extremely difficult to construct a checklist in whicheach itemis equally important or in which a realistic weighting factor can be given to each item. Such acomplex checklist will enable a clear quantified judgement to be made about each piece ofequipmentthat is evaluated, but oftenthis will be achieved only bya level of over-simplificationthat invalidates the exercise.

Checklists can be an invaluable aid to commonsense. If, however, they are used as a substitutefor obtaining an understanding of the real requirements, they become a misleading exercise incounting product features (many of which may not be necessary for the application for whichthe equipmentis being evaluated).
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CHAPTER4

THE SOFTWAREINTERFACE

All equipment for humanuse should conform to the physical and psychological requirements of
the user. With information processing equipment, theseinclude the software interface as well
as the hardware interface. The interface between the system software and the user☂s cognitive
and conceptual processesis particularly critical. However, the need for good design of the
software interface has often been obscured by man☂s mentalability to adjust his cognitive
behaviour to cope with the most perverse of systems.

Thecostof tolerating poor softwareinterfaces is even more difficult to measure than the cost of
tolerating poor hardwareinterfaces. However, Gilb and Weinberg in HumanisedInput estimate
that one software design fault resulted in thousandsoferrors. Theyclaim that the unnatural use
of a spaceto delimit the start of a variable length comment field in a control card in the job
control language for the IBM/360 operating system cost more than $100 million in termsof re-
runs, destroyedfiles, ineffictent operation and searching for errors.

The software interface has three major components, and these are considered in turn in this
chapter. The first componentis the language that the system and the user share. The second
componentis the wayin which that language is organised into procedures and operations, and
the third componentis the time base that. underlines those procedures and operations. The
chapter concludeswith a brief review of an experimental spatial data management system that
could have a future impact on the software interface between people and equipment.

LANGUAGE
For many business functions a task language exists already, and the software interface of a
computer-based system introduced into that business function should take account of the con-
ventions of the existing task language. An important early step when analysing an existing
system is to establish the variations, the ambiguities and the inaccuracies in the existing
language. Inconsistencies in the language used by different departments or by different
locations require special attention. Differences in the use of technical expressions may be an
important clueeither to variations in task procedures, or to circumstances that could otherwise
have remained concealed until muchlater in the project. These differences mustbe resolved,
and to do this may require considerable political skill. It may be necessary to agree compromise
terminology, and the future users of the computer-based system mustnotonly be involved in
resolving the differences, they must also be committed to any solutions that are agreed.

The ideal solution is often to use the natural language of the user without modifying or
abbreviatingit. Falling hardware costs are making this a much less expensive approachthanin
the past, and some systems for doing this are now available commercially. Figure 6 shows how
the ROBOT database query system is able to translate the users☂ ambiguous commandsinto
commands that the computer can understand. The ROBOT system combines an automatic
parsing technique with a novel automatic facility for re-phrasing the request so that it is no
longer semantically ambiguous. Any ambiguity is resolved by taking accountof the ambiguous
way in whichthe language is used, and also by taking accountof the structure and the content
of the database that ROBOTis accessing. Without a semantic analysis of the type that ROBOT
carries out, natural language systems may mislead the user into believing that the system is far
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more knowledgeable than it really is. For example, an apparently natural language log-onprocedure could result in the following dialogue:

Computer: Whatis your name?
User: Which of my names would you like?
Computer: Hello Which. Whatfacility do you want?

 Figure 6 The ROBOTnatural language database query system
 User request Translated by ROBOT
 Print the salary of Smith and Jones Print the salary, and name of anyemployee with name = Smith or Jones
Who earns between $20,000 and Print the name of any employee with$30,000? salary between $20,000 and $30,000
List the name, job and salary of all Print the name, job and salary of anyChicago employees employee with city = Chicago
Are there any people working as Is there any employee with salary >Secretaries and earning a salary of $5,000 and job = secretary$5,000 or more?    
 

Note: The above user requestsillustrate the lexical ambiguity of the word ☜☁and☂☂. Note thedifferent ways in which ☁and☂is translated in the formal rephrasing of the requests.
 

If a natural language dialogue between man and machineis to be meaningful, the user and thesoftware need to share the same ☜world model☝. Without such a shared world model, thedialogue maybe not only misleading, but also dangerous. The user maybelieve that the systemunderstands whatheis saying, andin that belief he may then assumethat the system has thesameinferential powers that a person making the same type of response has. At the presenttime, it is practical to share only limited world models with computers, andthis limitationrestricts the usefulness of totally natural language communication. However, manyofthe tasklanguagesthat are already in commonbusinessuseare either abbreviated or condensed subsetsof natural language.
A natural languageinterface is not always desirable or even possible. Computer systems withlimited storage facilities have traditionally required that information is structured, condensedand abbreviated. This is not necessarily detrimental to the user, since the words used mostfrequently in natural language tend to be shortened or abbreviated (e.g. taxi instead oftaximeter cabriolet, TV instead of television, and can☂t instead of cannot). Brevity, in the formof coded information,canfacilitate the assimilation of output and reduce the amountof keyingeffort required.
The two mainprinciples that can be used for deriving codes from

a

full description are transfor-
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mation and association. Transformation codes are derived by applying a rule to transform the
full description into the code.If applying a simple rule results in too manyidentical codes,it may
be better to use a more complex rule. (Thus, for example, a place name could be encoded by
taking the first letter followed by the next two consonants.) The benefit of a transformation
codeis thatif the user knowsthefull description of the rule he can derive an unfamiliar code. He
can also make a good attempt at reconstructing the full description from which a given code
wasderived.
Associative codes bear no obviousrelationship to the full description. The association between
codes and the full descriptions is defined in a master table, and prolonged exposure to the
association allows the user to learn the code. Many part numbersare derived in this way, and
the user must learn, for example, that part number 02745is a ☜left-hand bracket☂☂. The benefits
of associative codesare that, for a given number of characters, many more codes can be con-
structed, and the code designeris not constrained byartificial rules. The obvious disadvantage
is that each code mustbelearnt by the useror else must be looked upin the master table each
timeit is required.
Both types of code have their uses, but a transformation code with well-knownrulesis easier to
rememberand seemsto be more☜☁friendly☝☂ to the user. However, the need to abbreviate output
should always be questioned. There is often no real reason to compress information so thatit
can be displayed as a single frame on a small terminal. Doing this may reduce storage and com-
munication costs, but these savings may be more than offset by the additional time the user
takes and the higher number of errors he makes whenhereads the information.

PROCEDURES AND OPERATIONS
The languageof the interface is organised into procedures and operations. These may be con-
cerned witheither the input of data into the system or the display of output, or a combination of
the two(i.e. a dialogue). In practice, the distinction betweeninput, display and dialogue may be
blurred. Output is usually displayed only after some data has been input, and data entry
operators usually receive some feedback from their input. However,it is convenient to consider
the ergonomic issues under the three headings of data input, data display and dialogues.

Data input

The majority of the research about data input has concentrated on the problemsof high-volume
keyboarding in centralised data preparation departments. Although there are nowalternatives
to using keyboardsfor data input (scanners, digitisers, etc.), and also alternatives to centralised
data preparation departments (e.g. on-line data capture by the end user), many punch rooms
will still be around for some time to come. Even whenthe data inputis decentralised, there is
often a requirementto retain high-volume keyboarding as the main method of data entry.

Suitably designed keyboards and workstations are important if the keying rate is to be optimised
and errors are to be minimised. Also, the speed and accuracy ofdata input are both increasedif
the source documents are clearly legible and are in the correct sequence. However, the
softwareinterfaceis also important. For example, the display on the screen of the information
just entered via the keyboard greatly improves error detection, even thougha skilled operator
often knowsthat an error has been made without looking at the screen.

The aim of a data input operationis to createfiles of error-free data as quickly as possible, and
at minimum cost. Better supervision, incentive schemes and general exhortations about quality
will, in general, result in only a modest and temporary reduction of errors. The proper manage-
mentoferrors involvestackling the source oferrors, and there are three main sources of human
error:
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1. The inherited error
The inherited error already exists before it is received by the system. The emphasis inminimising errorsofthis type is, therefore, to improve detection procedures and to push outthe system boundaries so as to increase control over the incoming data.

2. The data preparation error
The data preparation errorarises from faulty encoding, translation andclassification whendata is processed manually prior to data entry. This type of error can be minimised byreducing the need to preprocess data excessively.

3. The transcription error
The transcription error arises when data is transferred from one source to another (forexample, from a worksheet to a screen). About 50% of character transcription errors aresubstitutions of one character for another. The most frequently substituted pairs ofcharacters are shown below:

| and 1 (25% of transcription errors).
O and zero (25% of transcription errors).
B and 8 (10% of transcription errors).
Zand 2 (10% of transcription errors).

Typicalerror rates from the threedifferent sources of errors are shownin figure 7. The charactererror rate shownis rather misleading, since one errorin a field is sufficient to make thefieldincorrect. With an average of five characters per field, the field error rate is five times thecharacterrate.

 Figure 7 Typical error rates for different typesof inputerrors

 

 

 

Error rateError type
Characters Fields

Inherited 2% to 5% 10% to 25%
Data preparation 2% 10%
Transcription:
♥ Keying and proof reading 0.02% 0.1%♥ Keying and verifying 0.004% 0.02%     

(Source: R W Bailey)
 

Accurate data input can be achieved by fully verifying all keyed input. Sinceall of the data hasto be keyed twice,this accuracy is achieved only at the expenseof time. However, Gilb andWeinberg, in Humanised Input, show how thesensible use of default values, automatic range



checks and repetition can achievelevels of accuracy similar to those that are achieved byfully
verifying the data. Their method requires far fewer keystrokes, and a welcomesideeffectis that
the operator☂s job becomes moreinteresting.

The most common methodof inputting data to a computer-based system is by keyboarding
alphanumeric information. However, some specialised applications will require different
methodsof data input, such as by the useof a light pen, a joystick, a tracker ball,.a mouse, or a
writing stylus and an electronic tablet. Each of these methods requires special-purpose
hardware with appropriate software, and figure 8 showstherelative merits of these alternative
methodsof controlling the screen cursor.

 Figure 8 Advantages and disadvantages of cursor control methods

 
Lightpen Joystick, tracker ball

or mouse Stylus with tablet
 

ADVANTAGES
Is fast for simple input

Is good for tracking
moving objects
Is good for gross drawing
Has a low error rate
Is efficient for multiple
selection

DISADVANTAGES
Is not really like a pen

Lacks precision

Is fatiguing on a
vertical screen
It obstructs part of
the screen

Needs large targets  
Has accurate, high
resolution
ls comfortable to use

Does not obstruct screen
Has vernier capability
Can be attached to
keyboard

Is slow for simple input
Has poor control/display
ratio (except with rate
control)
ls poor for freehand input

Is difficult to include an
☜activate☝ switch

Mouse requires extra
worksurface  

Is good for graphics

Is multi-purpose

Is similar to paperwork
Has vernier capability

Requires extra worksurface

Displaces visual feedback
from motoractivity

 

(Source: S E Engel and R E Granda)
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Data display

There are several guidelines that the systems designer can use to help him formatthe infor-mation displayed on a screen and someof thesearelisted in the bibliography. There are,however, rather fewer guidelines that help him select the information that is to be displayed. Ingeneral, the task needs of the user determine the information thatis required, and these needsvary considerably from task to task. In addition to the display of data,it is importantto providefeedback aboutthe effect of user actions, to label information appropriately, to inform the userabout the status of the system andto indicate the optionsthat are available to him. A numberofexperts suggest also that each screen of information should present no more than one logicallyconnected thoughtor step at a time. A complex display should therefore bebuilt up gradually,and not displayed suddenlyinits entirety.
The most usual requirementis to display alphanumeric data on

a

visual display terminal, and thestructure of the displayed information should correspond to both the task and the user☂s frameof reference. In practice, each screen layout should be tested out with real users on the actualequipment. It is possible, however, to give a number of generalprinciples that should befollowed when designing screen layouts, and six of these are set out below:

1. Logical sequencing
The sequencein which the information is presented should, where possible, be logical inrelation both to the system andtheuser's task or other information sources.If this sequenceis not possible, the sequence in which the user requires the information should be used,even if this is not the mostlogical sequence to either the computer system or the systemdesigner. If, as a last resort,it is necessary to design the sequence according to some otherlogical framework, the user should be informed of that logical basis to help him to makesense of what may otherwise be a meaningless sequenceto him.

2. Grouping
Grouping similar items together improvesthe structure of the display, and it can also high-light relationships betweendifferentitems of data. Thus, the grouping of manysimilar items(suchaslists of numbers) into manageable ☜chunks☝ allows them to be searched accuratelyand quickly.

3. Spaciousness
Spacesand blanks ona display screen are necessaryto help the user recognise and identifyitems of information. Spaces and blanks also maintain and emphasisethe structure of thedisplay. A cluttered screen greatly reducesthelegibility of the display and increases bothsearch times and errors. Where a large amountof informationis required, it is often moresatisfactory to provide a series of displays, rather than to try to condenseall of the infor-mation onto one screen.

4. Relevance
Only information thatis directly relevant to the user should be displayed. Often, cluttereddisplay formats are caused by displaying informationthat may berelevant only in somecir-cumstances, or to some (but notall) users.

5. Simplicity
Formats should be as simple as possible. This does not mean that highly-detailed orcomplex displays have noplace, butif they are necessary theycanstill be structured andorganised in such a wayas to avoid unnecessary complexity.

6. Graphics
Graphics can bea very effective method of communicating information, andit need not beunduly expensive. The benefits of visual communication need notberestricted to scientific
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or technical applications. There are many office systems where either managementinfor-
mation or clerical information could be assimilated or interpreted much more readily if it
were displayed in a graphical form. Trends in financial data, for example, may be more
readily perceived if the data is presented as a graph rather than as a table. Indeed, the
human perceptual system constantly seeks to find structure in order to interpret the
environment. Therefore a suitably structured graphical display greatly increases the user's
speed ofinterpretation and reducestheerror rate.

It is not necessary to use a high-resolution graphics terminal in order to provide powerful
visual representations of graphs, bar charts andotherdata. All that is necessary is the ability
to interact with the display in such a way that data can be explored either by trying out
different graphsor by plotting different values. Frequently, the office user does not need to
perform complex calculations. He simply needs to change the presentation of the data to
make its meaning more apparent.

Dialogues

A dialogueinvolves sharing knowledge by exchanging information. Human dialogues are an
important part oflife, and they vary enormouslyin their length, their complexity and the rich-
ness of the information exchangedin them. Anyrestrictions that are imposed by the communi-
cations medium oneither the nature,the size or the frequency of a dialogue usually reduce its
success.
The success of a dialogue may also be reduced if one or both of the participants ignores the
feedback from the other. Being responsive to the feedback involves modifying the communi-
cation to better suit it to the other party. This is particularly important whenoneparticipant has
difficulty in understanding the other. The responsive participant will detect this difficulty and
will either repeat the message or simplify it until the other participant understandsit.

Good human dialogues maytherefore involve withholding someinformation deliberately if it is
unnecessarily detailed, orif it detracts in some way:from therecipient's understanding of the
message.
These general requirements for good human dialoguesapply also to dialogues between humans
and computers. However,in this situation the communication medium is considerably limited,
as is the responsiveness of at least one of the participants. Despite this, the conscientious
designer of a human/computer dialogue can build a remarkable degree of richness and respon-
siveness into his system.
The increasing amount of computing power available in terminal devices makes this easier and
cheaper to achieve than in the past, but as the late Dr Chris Evans demonstrated, even the
humble teletype could be made user-friendly with an appropriate dialogue. Figure 9 shows an
extract from the beginning of a teletype dialogue for the automatic recording of medical
histories.
The dialogue washighly successful, and the users foundit friendly, polite, comprehensive and
relaxing. This could be regarded more as a criticism of the patient☂s normal interaction with a
harassed, impatient or overworked consultant than as praise for the computer dialogue.
However,it doesillustrate what can be achieved. Thefriendly, but wordy style of the dialogue
seemed to be ideal for patients who had never seen a computer before, althoughit would
become extremely irksome to anyone who experienced it several times a day.

The designer of a dialogue thatwill be used as a routine part of a job has to ensure thatit is suit-
able for both the new user whois learning the system and the experienced user. Between these
two extremes, there will be a continuous range of different users with different requirements.
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 Figure 9 Automatic recording of medical histories

 

PLEASE PUSH A BUTTON TO START? Y
HELLO. THIS IS AN EXPERIMENT TO SEE WHETHER COMPUTERS CAN HELPDOCTORS TO DIAGNOSE ILLNESSES. WE WOULD VERY MUCH LIKE YOU TOHELP US WITH THIS. IF YOU ARE PREPARED TO WOULD YOU PUSH THEBUTTON MARKED ☜YES☝, BUT IF YOU WOULD RATHER NOT, PUSH THEBUTTON MARKED ☜NO☝, BUT WE WOULD LIKE YOU TO HELP US. IF YOUDON☂T UNDERSTAND WHATTO DO PRESS THE ☜?"" BUTTON. GO AHEAD NOWAND PUSH ONE OF THE THREE BUTTONS? (YES)
GOOD. THANKS VERY MUCH. | HOPE YOU'LL FIND IT INTERESTING WE'LLFIND IT VERY HELPFUL TO US.
THIS IS A COMPUTER TALKING TO YOU. | CAN ASK YOU QUESTIONS BUT |CAN ONLY UNDERSTAND SIMPLE ANSWERS, SO YOU CAN ONLY TALK TOME BY PUSHING EITHER THE ☜YES☝, ☜NO☝ OR ☜2☝ BUTTON. YOU SHOULDONLY PRESS THE ☜☂?"☂ BUTTON IF YOU DON☂T UNDERSTAND THE QUESTION|AM ASKING YOU. NOW, DO YOU UNDERSTAND EVERYTHING I'VE SAID UPTO NOW? PUSH ONE OF THE BUTTONS? (YES)
THANKS. NOW | WANT TO ASK YOU ONE OR TWO QUESTIONS ABOUT WHYYOU ARE HERE. PLEASE REMEMBER THATTHIS |S ALL IN COMPLETECONFIDENCE JUST AS WITH DOCTORS. ONLY DOCTORS AND NURSES WILLSEE YOUR ANSWERS. ARE YOU QUITE HAPPY ABOUT THIS? PUSH ONE OFTHE BUTTONS? (YES) 
 

(Source: C R Evans)
 

These requirements will change as users gain experience of the system, forget what they hadpreviously learnt after being absent, use onlylimited parts of the system, and so on. The idealdialogue should be suitable for users from all points within the range.
Onesolution that can work well is to have a simple dialogue procedure that everybody useswhentheyfirst use a system. The progression to more advanced dialoguefacilities can then beunder the user☂s control. If an experienced user makes mistakes or has been absent he canrevert to simpler procedures until he re-establishes his competence.The benefit of this solutionis that the user☂sinitial experience of the system is not jeopardised in the interests of itsefficiency for the experienced user.
An example of this is provided by a technique known as entry-stacking. Initially, the operatoruses the system in a simple menu and form-filling mode, where eachitem that he needs toinputis clearly marked on the screen. As the Operator gains experience he can stack or chain hisresponses, separating them by a slash (/). He can therefore enterdetails of eachfield before thesystem displays the form. A further benefit of this approachis that he can chain as manyor asfew responses as he can remember. The system reverts to form-filling mode if he does not usethe slash.
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Several distinct styles of dialogue can beidentified. Figure 10 illustrates one classification of
dialogue styles that distinguishes between navigational languagesthat help the user to manipu-
late the facilities, and non-navigational languages that essentially protect the user from the
complexity (and inevitably the full potential) of the system.

 
Figure 10 A classification of different dialogue styles

 

 

  
Balser)sores Non-navigational languages

Dialogue
style Linear Diagrammatic Natural Constrained

language languages language language
structures systems systems

Examples Algol Query-by- ROBOT Menus
example Prompts

Displayed
formats

Form-filling     
 

(Source: M J Fitter)

 

Menu selection works well for inexperienced users but regular users need to be able to take
short cuts. Form-filling and prompts are suitable for data input, whereas query-by-example and
natural language are most suitable for searching a database. The powerof formal languagesis
usually suitable only for specialist users, although some beginners find query-by-example easy
to use. Query-by-example uses skeleton tables, and the userfills in the spaces with an example
of a possible solution. In this way, the user can construct complex searchesofa relational
database without having to remember many construction rules.

The likelihood of data input errors occurring as a result of the dialogue can be minimised by
ensuring that the dialogueis consistent for different procedures, by creating logical sequences
of operations, by avoiding unnecessary keyboard shift changes in the required input, etc. Even
s0, errors will occur, andit is important that the designer should check that the likely errors will
not have a catastrophic effect. For example, if a control key has two different functions
depending on whetherthe keyboardis in upperor lower shift, it is essential to ensure that using
the key in the wrongshift will not have a disastrous effect.

An extreme example of a dialogue failure concerns an information retrieval system in which
users specified their request by completing a form displayed on a screen. Each field on the form
wasdisplayedinitially with a different symbol, and the user was required to overwrite eachfield.
If the user inadvertently left the displayed symbolin

a

field, the system interpreted the request
as a non-routine, record-by-record search. The normal indexed searches took only a few
seconds, but the non-routine searches were processedbya different method and could require
all the resources of the system for up to one hour. If a non-routine search wasinitiated by
accident, all the user could do was to telephone the computer centre staff, who then tele-
phonedthe otherusersto tell them what had happened. The system was then switched off and
on again, and the users were then reconnected.
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TIMEBASE
The timing that underlies the softwareinterface is particularly important to the user. When theuser is engaged in solving a problem, delays are disruptive to his thought processes, and thetime heis willing to wait for a responsefrom the systemis a function of his perceived complexityof the request he has made to the system. The response times that are suggested as themaximum that is acceptable for various actions arelisted in figure 11.

 Figure 11 Acceptable response timesfor different user actions

 

 

   
Action Response time definition eae

Keyboarding into the Key depression until response 0.1 secssystem Key depression until appearance ofcharacter 0.2 secs
Initialising the system End of request until response 3 secs
Inserting badge reader From insert to response 2 secs
Making a simple request

|

End of request until response 2 secs
Making a complex End of request until start of response 5 secsrequest
Turning a page End of requestuntilfirst few lines visible 1 sec
Scanning a page End of request until text begins to scroll 0.5 secs
Selecting a function Selection of command until response 2 secs
Pointing Input of point to display of point 0.2 secs
Manipulating graphics End of request until beginning of response

|

2 secs
Manipulating complex End of request until beginning of response

|

10 secsgraphics
Makinglight pen entry Activation of light pen to response 1 sec
Executing problem End of request until response 10 secs
Updatingfile End of request until complete 10 secs
Feeding back errors Entry until error message appears 2 secs
 

(Adapted from S E Engel and R E Granda)
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A variable responsetimeis particularly disruptive. Consequently, it can be of great value if the
system acknowledges the request immediately, even thoughit may not be able to process the
request for a few seconds.
It is important that early users of a system should be aware that response times may become
longer whenthe systemis fully loaded. Indeed,in this situation, it may be prudenttoartificially
increase the response times to correspond with those that will be experienced with a fully
loaded system.

However, system responsetimeis not the only consideration. The useris frequently concerned
with the ☜☁task completion time☂, and to him all malfunctions andfailures represent disruption.
He needs to know how quickly he can find out what has happened, whether any action is
required from him, and how long the delay will be until the system is functioning correctly
again. It is particularly important that he should know whetherit is worth his while to wait for
the system to recover, or whether he should switch to some standby procedure.

EXPERIMENTAL SYSTEMS
The Machine Architecture Group at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT) have built
an interesting experimental system that uses spatial data management techniquesto interface
with a database. These techniques view the database as a ☁☁dataland☂☂ that the user can ☜fly
over☂ and ☜navigate☝ through. In the MIT system, a variety of novel input devices, such as
touch pads, a voice recognition system and a joystick are built into the user☂s chair. Through
these devices, the user inter-reacts with severaldisplays, including a CRTprojection that covers
one wall. In this way, he can use various spatial and graphical cues to search the databases. A
world view, or a map,is provided on a small monitor and the detail is projected on to the wall
display. Various navigational aids are provided, including audio output in whichthe noises get
louder as the user movescloser to the ☁☁target☝☂.

The system is, however, very expensive (even for its sponsors ♥ the Advanced Research
Projects Agency)andits obvious benefits have not yet been justified in terms of cost. However,
more down-to-earth systems have been developed (for example by Computer Corporation of
America) thatstill offer a degree of multi-media interaction and spatial imagery. In the future,
such powerfulinterfacesare likely to become more common, since they exploit man☂s capability
to handle pattern recognition and memory association and his ability to use complex cues.
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CHAPTER 5

THE WORKPLACE AND THE WORKING ENVIRONMENT

Manufacturers are now beginning to take note of ergonomic factors when designing equip-ment. In particular, some manufacturers now supply visual display terminals that have clearcharacter images, adjustable screens and detachable thin keyboards. However, the workplacesand the working environments in which the equipment is used were ofteneither in existencelong before visual display terminals were thought of, or were designed as direct replacementsfor traditional office furniture. Either way, they take no accountof the unique requirements ofthe tasks people perform with a visual display terminal.
In this report we have already shownthat poorly-designed hardware and software can adverselyaffect the interface between people and equipment. That interface will also be adverselyaffected by the design of the workplace and the environmentin which the equipmentis used.The eyestrain from which operators sometimes complain they suffer when using visual displayterminals can often be traced back to the poordesign of the workstation (causing bad workingposture), or the poordesign of the environment (for example, excessivelighting causing glareand reflections, or inadequate ventilation causing stuffiness and dryness).
In this chapter we discuss the ergonomic requirements of both the workplace and the environ-ment, with particular reference to the use of visual display terminals. We then discuss sometools that are now available to help to design suitable workplaces and working environments.

THE WORKPLACE
Poor design of the workplace results in bad working postures that can lead to inefficientoperation, reduced output,eyestrain, fatigue and evento accidents and injury. A well designedworkplace, however, supports the equipment, the person, the working materials and any otherjob aids required (such as manuals,calculators, stationery, pencils and rulers). The location andsize of the work area should be determined by the size of the equipment and the type andamount of the working materials, the movements the Operator has to makein performing thetask and the forces the operator needsto exert in performing the task. Whereseveral people usethe same workplace then its design mustallowforall their different sizes, shapes and methodsof working. Workplaces that are used frequently for short periods need to besited in such a wayas to provide safe and easy access. This need for accessibility may conflict with the need toplace the equipment and the work surfaces in the optimum position for efficient use.
The operator needs to maintain a stable position to perform tasks that may require precise orfine movements. Consequently, workplaces designed for seated work that does not require a lotof physical effort need to support the body and the equipmentin relatively stable positions.However, the humanframeis designed for movement, and sedentary workplaces need to takeaccountof this. Even an apparently good posture will be excessively fatiguingif it is static fortoo long.
There are four main requirements for a comfortable seated working posture.
Firstly, some physical movementis essential to maintain or restore propercirculation of theblood. This movementcan be catered for by providing flexible and adjustable equipment and
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ensuring that there are sufficient worksurfaces on which the operator can spread out and re-
arrange the work. Also, sufficient legroom is required so that the operator can change posture
to combator avoid fatigue.
Secondly, the seat should have a back support that maintains the inward curve of the lower
spine (known as the lumbar lordosis). The support is needed mainly at the second, third and
fourth lumbar sections to prevent the pelvis rotating around the protuberances of bone at the
base of the pelvis (known as theischial tuberosities). If this rotation is not prevented by a
suitable back support, it deforms the spine, compresses the lumbar discs and stretches the
ligaments, and so causes discomfort, pain and eventually damage.

Thirdly, the chair seat should be firm. Contrary to popular belief, people sit on the bonesof their
bottom (the ischial tuberosities) not on their buttock muscles (which would become numb
within minutes). A soft cushion underthe thighs imposes an outward splaying movementasthe
thigh bonessink past the hamstrings. The splaying movement can be preventedif the legs are
crossed or jammed against the furniture, but this imposes other stresses. The seat surface
should therefore be slightly padded, angled back a few degrees and curvedat the front so that is
does not cut into the thighs.
Fourthly, the height of the seat should allow the feet to be placed squarely on thefloor, with the
angles between the spine and the thighs and between the thigh and the lowerleg each at
approximately 90 degrees, and with the soft tissue under the thigh not crushed. The recom-
mendedsitting position required to perform a task using a visual display terminalis illustrated in
figure 12 overleaf.

THE WORKING ENVIRONMENT
The environment in which the workplaceis located has a considerable impact on the efficiency
and comfort of the person. The four major components of this environmentare heating and
ventilation; lighting; noise; and the social and organisational structure that affects every work-
place. Some of these can be considered in isolation, but often the components interact. For
example, windowsprovidelight, but they are also a source ofheat, air movement and noise. To
design a good working environmentis a complex job for a multidisciplinary team. All too often,
however, the job is carried out in a piecemeal and haphazard fashion that results in various
human problems.

The four main components of the working environment are discussed below in more detail.

Heating and ventilation
Heating and ventilation at the workplace together form the thermal environment, and both are
subject to various statutes and regulations in most countries. The thermal environment has a
considerable effect on the efficiency and the comfort of the staff, but people vary in their
response to temperature, air movement and humidity. Consequently,it is difficult to establish a
suitable thermal environment for a range of people, especially when they are expending
different amounts of effort on different tasks.

Under identical conditions, some peoplewill feel that the temperature is too hot, somewill feel
it is too cold, and somewill feel thatit is just right. Also, those people whofind it too cold are
more likely to complain than those whofind it too hot, because the perceived discomfort is
greater as the temperaturefalls than it is as the temperature rises. The consequence of this is
that many heating and ventilation systems have been set at too high a temperature. This
reducestherelative humidity (because the hotterair is now able to hold more water vapour) and
may cause the surfaceof the eyes to becomedry. This dryness mayin turn cause irritation and
discomfort.
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Figure 12 Recommendsitting posture for a visual display terminal task

   

      

 

Head not excessively bent over,
inward curve at the neck About a 90° angle between the

upper and the lower arms, with the
upper arm near vertical

Outward curve of the
Spine in the thorax

 Inward curve of the spine
in the lumbar region

No pressure against the lower
back of the thigh

Feetflat on the floor
Or on foot rest

 

Note: Although this posture may be considered correct in the ergonomic sense, any staticposture soon becomesfatiguing if it has to be maintained for too long a period.

(Source: Visual Display Terminals)

 

Dryness ofthe eyes is a frequent problem in environments in whichvisualdisplay terminals areused, because the operators☂ fixed posture makes them particularly aware of draughts. Acommon, but usually a misguided reaction to complaints of draughtsis to turn up the thermo-stat settings. This reaction is misguided because turning up the thermostat settings often leadsto even greater air movement, and henceit may actually increase draughts.
The optimum environment for comfort may not be quite the sameas the optimum environmentfor efficiency, and when the environment is too warm, the efficiency of people is likely todeteriorate before they feel uncomfortable. Thus, the temperature at which a train driverfeelsmost comfortable may be higher than the temperature at which he is most vigilant in spottingabnormal signals. The exactrelationship between comfort and efficiency has not been defined,butit is certainly possible to create a compromise environmentthat provides acceptablelevelsboth of comfort and efficiency.
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Apart from overheating and draughts, the most common problem with the working
environmentin an office concerns the quality or freshnessof the air.☁In most buildings, a lack of
oxygen or an excess of carbon dioxide does not represent a problem. Even when the oxygen
level in the air falls to aslittle as 13% (from the normallevel of 20%), or even when the carbon
dioxide level rises to as much as 2% (from the normallevel of 0.03%), the inhabitants of the
building are unlikely to notice the difference.

What is important however,is the slight odour that generally comes from the occupants. The
regulations concerning fresh air requirements and ventilation rates are therefore geared to the
removal of odour. In the United Kingdom, the statutory minimum air volume per person in
factories and offices is 11.5 cubic metres, with a minimum fresh air supply of 4.27 litres per
second per person. These statutory figures are based on research carried out in the 1930s,
which noted that standards of personal hygiene had an effect on the requirementsforfresh air.
The standards included an estimate of hygiene based on socio-economic status. School
children ☁from poorer families required more than twice the amount of fresh air per minute,
compared with children from wealthier families.

The thermal environmentof the workplaceis affected also by people who smoke. Excessively
vigorous ventilation is often required to protect non-smokers from irritation.

Lighting
It is commonly assumedthat brighter lighting means that people will be able to see better.
Consequently, the level of illumination in industrial and office workplaces has increased in
recent years, and in manycasesthis hasled to a reduction in the numberof accidents and also
to greater safety. However, there is now a growing awarenessthat there is an optimum level of
illumination for both comfort and efficiency. Excessiveillumination causes problemsof glare
that can affect both comfort and performance. The glare that affects comfort is called
discomfort glare and the glare that affects performance is called disability glare.

Glare is essentially unwanted light, and various methods are used in different countries to
calculate its magnitude. These calculations are usually complex, but they produce a simple
figure signifying the extent of the problem. In the United Kingdom,theIlluminating Engineering
Society (IES) Glare Index provides a method by which designers can assessthelikely incidence
of discomfort glare in a proposedinstallation. There is also a classification system, knownas the
BZ system, that indicates the distribution of light from luminaires (light fittings).

Whenpeople usea visual display terminal, they are likely to suffer from glare for two reasons.
Firstly, a typical visual display terminal has a dark screen, and so the eyes adjust themselves to
this low light level. Secondly, the line of sight is higher than is usual for conventional paper-
work, and this means that the user of a visual display terminal is more likely to see the
luminaires.
Bothof these reasons for glare can be overcomeif the terminals are positionedat right angles to
the sources oflight, if the light fittings are provided with proper glare shielding, and if an
intermediate levelofillumination of between 300 and 500lux is provided.

Windowsprovide visual access to the exterior and are useful when people need a distant view
to rest their eyes. However, when visualdisplay terminals are used near windows, some form of
control over the amountof daylight that comes through the windowsis usually necessary. This
may be achieved byinstalling solar controlfilms, blinds, curtains or shutters. But, in many
offices, it may be difficult to resolve the conflicting requirementsof people in different parts ofa
large room. Whennewbuildings are being designedor evaluated it should be remembered that
smaller windowsprovide visual access to the exterior, but do not create the thermal and glare
problemsassociated with walls of glass.
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The wayin which a workplaceis decorated has a significant effect on the distribution ofillumin-
ation. The actual colours used are a matter of preference, but the reflectances of the surfaces
should match the requirementsof the task. For an office in whichvisual display terminals will be
used, the floor, walls and ceiling should reflect about 30%, 50% and 70% respectively of the
light that strikes them. Also, gross colour variations, such as a black ceiling ora whitefloor,
may be impressive in an advertising brochure but are not conduciveto effective work.

The colour temperature of the lighting is not usually a major problem. Intermediate or neutralwhite is compatible with daylight without being unduly harsh on skin tones. However, wherethe task requires the operator either to match or to discriminate between colours, speciallighting is required.
Noise

Noise levels are measured in decibels, ranging from zero at the threshold of human hearing, to60 decibels for a conversational voice heardat a distance offive feet, to 140 decibels for a jetengine with an after burner heard at a distance of 20feet. Prolonged exposureto noiselevelsabove 85 decibels is likely to cause damageto the ears, anda single noise peak of more than 145decibelsis likely to cause permanent damageto the ears. Safety regulations usually stipulate amaximum noise level based on an ☜equivalent continuous soundlevel☂☂, which permits theeffects of different noise levels to be combined.
In an office environment, harmful levels of noise are unlikely, although some computerprintersgenerate surprisingly high levels of noise. However, a sudden shortburstof noise can startle aperson, and it produces a reaction that makes the body ready to fight or run away. This istypified by an increase in muscle tension, in heart rate and in breathing rate. Startled peoplemake mistakes, becausethe noisedistracts their attention.
A more usual problem in offices is the adverse effect that the noise of impact printers has oncommunication and concentration. Impact printers typically operate at between 75 and 80decibels and concentration beginsto suffer at noise levels between 55 and 65 decibels. Acousticenclosures can beaneffective way of reducing noise levels, but they limit access to the equip-ment and may cause overheating problems.
In some circumstancesthere can betoolittle noise. Backgroundnoise of less than 50 decibelsmay be insufficient to mask extraneous noises and/or to provideprivacy. In general, however,problemsassociated with too much noise can be expected to increase as more and more equip-mentis installed in offices where the key activities are communication and concentration.
Social and organisational considerations
The physical layout of adjacent workplaces can have several social and organisational impli-cations. The relationships between staff members or between staff members and supervisorsmay be defined, or reinforced or blurred by the physical arrangement of the workplaces. Inmanyorganisations, an individual's position in the hierarchyis reflected by his entitlement tosuch itemsas a bigger desk, a softer chair, more space, extra cupboards anda thickercarpet.These entitlements represent a reward to the individual, and they remind him and others of hisworth to the organisation. They also emphasise the distinction between a supervisor and hisstaff, or between a group leader and group members. However, unnecessarydistinctions mayimpede effective communication, and many Japanese and North American companies havegone to somelengthstoeliminate such distinctions.
Nonetheless, those who plan office layouts should take account of social and organisationalgroupings. Workstations that are grouped together to facilitate inter-communication, orpartitions that are erected to provide privacy, should reinforce the social and organisationalstructures, not impede them.
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DESIGNING SUITABLE WORKPLACES AND WORKING ENVIRONMENTS

Heating and ventilation systems andlighting systems are often designed without the designer
having any knowledge of what the space will be used for. This is particularly true in office
buildings, where an entire floor may beilluminated, heated and ventilated without any regard
for the location of partitions, desks and other office furniture. In theory, a uniform treatment of
the environment permits maximumflexibility, but in practice the treatmentis often a poor and
unimaginative compromise.In addition, the schemesthatthe specialists originally planned are
often modified subsequently for reasons of economy. Such economy maywell be shortsighted,
because it could result in considerable post-installation expensein trying to make an inadequate
environmentcopewith the users☂ requirements. Nevertheless, the environment can be designed
to suit people, provided that their needsarefirst clearly established and then form the starting
point for the design project.

On the other hand, methodologies that can be used in designing workplaces are not so well
developed. Some people have used work study and organisation and methods techniques to
goodeffect when designing certain types of workplace, but those techniques are more suited to
modifying and improving existing equipment than to improving basic design. However, two
recent developments in ergonomics techniques have the potential to improve the design of
workplaces.

Oneoftheseis a three-dimensional movementrecorder of exceptional accuracy andversatility,
known as CODA3.It uses opto-electronicsto provide parallax-free cartesian coordinates for up
to eight ☜landmarks☂☂. These landmarks are small prisms that weigh less than one-tenth of a
gram each. They require no wiresorbatteries, and they can be attached to any object for the
purpose of monitoring its movementrelative to a coordinate system. Using this recorder
system, the movements of a person at either a real or a simulated workplace can be accurately
monitored withoutinterfering with his work.

The second development is a computer-aided design system known as SAMMIE(System for
Aided Man MachinesInteraction Evaluation). SAMMIEpermits workplaces to be designed and
evaluated using a three-dimensional simulation of the human body. The system can simulate
movementatall the major bodyjoints, and it can be used to assess such ergonomiccriteria as
reach, accessandvisibility. The dimensions and body shapes usedin the system can bevaried
to cover the full range from short fat men to tall thin women. SAMMIE has been used to
produceinitial designs for workstations as diverse as the driver☂s cab in a bus and a bank
cashier's desk that incorporates a visual display terminal. The two designsareillustrated in
figure 13 overleaf.

Both CODA 3 and SAMMIE offer considerable possibilities for designing ergonomic
workplaces, but their effectiveness depends on the designer asking the right questions. They
are useful and powerfultools, but they are not a substitute for ergonomic analysis and design.

Another developmentthat appearsatfirst sight to offer substantial ergonomic benefits to users
of visual display terminals is the adjustable terminal desk. It is essential that the workplace
permits the user to make some adjustments, but many of the adjustable desks now available
provide excessive scope for adjustment that is neither useful nor usable. Making everything
adjustable does not ensure that the equipment will be used properly.

To overcomethe ergonomiclimitations of existing terminals, it may be necessary to have desks
that are adjustable. However,it is now possible to purchase visual display terminals thatfit a
wide variety of existing workplaces and environments. For example, many manufacturers now
supply terminals that have integrated turntables andscreentilting-mechanisms. Such terminals
can be used on a conventional desk in conjunction with a thin detachable keyboard.
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Figure 13 Designs produced by the SAMMIE system
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CHAPTER6

APPLYING ERGONOMICS TO COMPUTER-BASED SYSTEMS

In this report we have shown how poorinterfaces between people and equipment can have an
adverse effect on the use of a system. Wehavealso shownthat thediscipline of ergonomicsis
able to analyse the interface problems that occur, and that techniquesare available both to put
right existing problems and to prevent new problems occurring. In this chapter, we first re-
emphasise the reasonsthat are making it important for organisations to improve theinterface
between people and equipment. Wethen provide guidelines for the way in which ergonomics
standards can be applied to computer-based systems.

THE REASONS FOR IMPROVING THE EQUIPMENT INTERFACE

Manyof the equipmentinterface problems that we haveidentified in this report are neither new
nor unique to computer-based systems, but they are often hidden. In the past, users have
managedto overcomethelimitations of poor equipmentinterfaces, and there is no reason to
doubtthat, to some extent, they will continue to do so in the future. People are adaptable, and
in manysituationstheycantolerate inefficiency. However, there are several developmentsthat
makeit increasingly important that human factors should be properly consideredin the future.

Skilled staff of all types are increasingly expensive to recruit and employ. At the same time,
computer-based technology is becoming smaller, cheaper and more powerful. These two
factors mean that organisations need to make the best useof their skilled staff, and, to help
themselves achieve this, they will be prepared to invest in computer-based equipment.It will
therefore becomeincreasingly important to ensure that the interface between the skilled staff
and the equipment they use does not create unnecessary problems and costs.

The perceptions of an acceptable equipment interface change as improved equipment is intro-
duced. Once a user has experienced an improved interface, he will no longer accept the
previously acceptable equipment. An illustration of this growth of expectationis provided by
secretaries, who today expect to be provided with an electric typewriter (rather than a manual
model), but who in the future may expect to be provided with a word processing facility.

Trade unionsare taking a broaderview oftheir responsibilities towards their members. They are
putting more emphasis on working conditions, on the use and misuse of skill, on career progres-
sion and on the humanisation of work. They are also formulating policies concerned with the
introduction of new technology, and in some cases are organising themselves for a long
struggle over this issue. Trade unionsare rightly concerned about poor equipment design and
poorinterfaces, and they are using them as a weapon against the employer wholeaves himself
open to such attack.

Health and safety authorities are also taking a broader view of their responsibilities. In several
countries, the emphasis is changing from expressing concern about the need to avoid hazards
and ill-health, to actively promoting psychological and physical well-being. Public attitudes,
which at one time tolerated deafness and asbestosis as acceptable occupational hazards, are
nowstarting to question the acceptability of backache and eyestrain. Working conditions (such
as unpleasant conditions, boredom, alienation and excessive fatigue) that were accepted in the
past, are notlikely to be acceptablein the future. Also, the qualities that professional staff and
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managersvaluein their job (such as variety, autonomy, discretion, and so on) are now being
demandedandobtained by production workers, clerks and other lower-level staff.

The final reason whyit is increasingly important to improve the interface between people and
equipmentis that it is cheaper to get the right interface early in the design process. A modest
amountof additional effort and cost at the system design stage will result in an ergonomically
correct system that users easily accept and use. By contrast, the cost of implementing a system
that is not easy to use can be very high indeed.

Equipmentinterface failures are common,and frequently they are costly too. The errors, delaysand frustrations caused bythese failures may not be attributed to poorinterfaces, and the costsof the failures may be hidden, because people can adapt to overcomethe problem. However,the attitudes of staff to what theywill accept in a working environment are changing,and thereis a growing awarenessof the need to improve the interface between people and equipment.

GUIDELINES FOR APPLYING ERGONOMICS TO COMPUTER-BASED SYSTEMS
In order to improvethe interface between people and equipmentit is necessary to modify bothequipment and working environments. It is also necessary to introduce ergonomiccriteria intothe procedures used in evaluating purchases. It may also be necessary to change the wayinwhich people work, or are managed, or are supervised, and such changes mayin turn requirethe structure of the organisation to be changed. For new systems, an integral part of thesystems design process should be the planning of those organisational changes that arerequired in order to optimise the interface between people and equipment.
Oneof the most common mistakes organisations make when introducing changeis to copy anapproach that worked elsewhere. For example, many of the participative design and industrialdemocracy practices that are required by the law in Scandinavian countries may not beacceptable to either management or employees in some UK organisations.
The designer of a computer-based system is often responsible for designing tasks that will formthe full-time job of the system user, and the quality of the jobs so created is an importantelement of the interface between the users and the system. In many new systems, there is atendencyto groupthe tasks into jobs without trying to design the jobs to meet the needsof thepeople whowill be doing them. Often, then, the jobs are of poorquality, and the job holdersprobably achievelittle job satisfaction in performing them. Yet there is nothing inherent incomputing technology that makes it necessary to go this way aboutit. For example, a numberof tasks are often made into one job because they are performed at a terminal. It is easier toobtain and control one operator, rather than several, but when thereis only one operator thereis less flexibility (for example, in times of absence) and health risk considerations become moreimportant. Consequently, it may be better to makethe terminal tasks form part of several jobs.If the jobs are properly designed it should be possible to achieve the samelevel of equipmentutilisation as would be achieved with just one operator.
The correct design of jobs can bring many benefits, including:

♥ Improved productivity.

♥ Improved quality of output.
♥ Greater flexibility.
♥ Better manpowerutilisation.
♥ Improved customerservice.
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♥ Improved responsivenessto crises.
♥ Greater job satisfaction.

There has been substantial research into what makes

a

satisfying job, and the Work Research
Unit (reference number 7 in the bibliography) has identified the following major components:

♥ A degree of challenge.
♥ Variety.
♥ Discretion and responsibility.
♥ An opportunity to use skills and abilities.

♥ Scopefor learning and development.
♥ Social contact.
♥ The opportunity to participate in decisions that affectlife at work.

Managementsciences techniques can provide the system designer with tools that permit him to
design optimum task procedures and jobs without needing to refer to the users of the system.
However, such an approachis likely to meet with resistance from the users, and it will not
encourage them to feel committed to the system. The effectiveness of computer-based
systems, particularly those used in offices, depends heavily both on the commitment of the
users to the system and ontheir knowledge,skills and motivation.

Thus, a necessary condition for designing an ergonomically correct system is to involve the
users of the system at the design stage, and to allow them to participate in the planning of
changesin their working environment. There may be scope,in somesituations, for allowing the
user department to experimentin deciding on the new jobs, rather than for the system designer
to specify each job precisely. Good design practice is often a matter of knowing whento leave
options open.

User participation is necessary when analysing the task requirements, and one of the most
successful methods of tapping the user☂s task experience is to provide a simulated system to
which he can respond. The simulation may be anything from a series of mock-ups of possible
input routines and output displays to a full prototype system. Users may not be very good at
identifying their requirements in an abstract or conceptual way, but they respond readily when
they see or can experiment with a facility that has been designed specially to meet their needs.
Knowledge gained from the prototype system can then be incorporatedin thefinal design of the
full operational system.

If those staff members who will actually use the system (and not just the managers and the
supervisors of the user departments) participate in the system design process,it will help them
to come to terms with the new development, and it will also help them to play a role in
establishing the kind of system they can and will use. Every user who comesto view the system
as his own, rather than something imposed on him from above(or outside), represents a major
ally when the system is implemented.

There are, however,pitfalls to be avoided when users participate actively in the system design
process. The nominated person from the user department may not be a typical user, andit is
easy for the system designer to see only those users that are the most co-operative or have the
mosttime, and they will not necessarily be the best people to consult. Also,it is easy to consult
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only those whowill be the primary users of the system. This is dangerous, because the whole
system could fail if the secondary users are provided with an inadequate service.
To ensure that computer-based systems are ergonomically correct when they are implemented,
the ergonomics of the equipmentinterface needs to be considered both at several stages in the
design process and from several points of view. We suggest that organisations needto establisha procedure through which systemsdesigns are reviewed from an ergonomicspointof view atseveral check-points during the design process.
The best person to carry out ergonomics reviews of computer-based systems will vary,
depending ontheskills and responsibilities of existing staff. However, the selected person neednot be a memberof the project team responsible for the developmentof the system. He mightbe drawn from any of the following departments or functions:

♥ Manpower development.
♥ Personnel.
♥ Systems quality assurance.

♥ Health andsafety.
♥ Training.

Somelarge organisations, in which complex man-machine relationships are an integral part ofthe products (for example, companiesin the aerospaceindustry), or of the production process(for example, mining companies), may already have an ergonomics department. In such organ-isations, the responsibilities of the ergonomics department can be widened to include theauditing of computer-based systems.
Where the skills do not exist already within the organisation, it will be necessary to providethose involved in the systems design and systems implementation process with the skills thatwill enable them to ergonomically evaluate hardware and software. The required skills are thosethat will enable the ergonomics of the system to be evaluated in advance of implementation,and various short courses and conferencesare available to help system designers to understandenoughabout ergonomics to tackle manyof the straightforward issues. Suchtraining also helpssystem designers to recognise those equipment interface problemsthat require professional orspecialised guidance.
Those whocarry out the ergonomics review of computer-based systemsshould construct ergo-nomics standards and checklists, and these should then be used throughoutthe organisation.The standards must reflect the unique circumstances of each organisation, but generalguidance on the content and the scopeof the standards and checklists can be foundin severalguides on human factors design. For example, Visua/ Display Terminals contains basicchecklists that can be adapted for use by thoseresponsible for the purchase of computer-basedequipment, especially when they evaluate the keyboard and the CRTdisplayofa visual displayterminal. The checklists should also be used by those responsible for designing the environmentin which the equipmentwill be used (i.e. the design of the workplace layout and seating, andthe thermal, lighting and acoustic environments).
Ergonomics standards and checklists should also be used whenevaluating the software inter-face. These software standards and checklists will need to be used both by system designerswhen they design application dialogues, and by those who evaluate hardware, since thesupplier☂s software often determines the overall characteristics of the software interface.
To develop and use ergonomic standards and checklists requires specialist skills. This applies



even for the physical interface between people and equipment, where the ergonomic require-
ments are well researched and defined. The ergonomic requirementsof the software interface is
a relatively new field, and the skills required to define ergonomic standards and checklists for
software are unlikely to exist within the organisation. Organisations should therefore consider
using a professional ergonomistfor a short period to help them establish ergonomicsstandards
and checklists that are relevant to their circumstances, and also to advise them on the proce-
dures they should establish for ergonomically reviewing computer-based systems.

The ergonomics of computer-based hardware (certainly the physical interface, and to a lesser
extent the software interface) is determined by the manufacturers. Improved equipmentinter-
faces will therefore come about if purchasers specify ergonomics criteria as part of the
equipmentselection process.This in turn will encourage manufacturers to take more accountof
ergonomics whenthey design new equipment.
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